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Affordable Glass Door Replacement Arizona
energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/door-replacement-arizona

Welcome to Energy Shield Window & Door Company, the premier destination for top-
quality door replacement in Arizona! Our skilled team of professionals has been serving
the great state of Arizona since 1996, providing expert craftsmanship, high-performance
materials, and unparalleled customer service. We understand the unique needs of the
Arizona climate and have tailored our products and services to meet these demands,
focusing on heat reflection, dust control, and noise reduction.

Are you ready to transform your home and enhance its curb appeal with a stunning new
door? Look no further! Our comprehensive range of door replacement options includes
wood, vinyl, aluminum entry doors, sliding glass doors, metal security doors, French
doors, and even pet doors. Achieve the perfect balance of style, security, and energy
efficiency – all at an unbeatable price with our $3550 5 Window Special, installed. Plus,
with $0 down and 0% financing, there's never been a better time to invest in your home's
future.

Click to Jump to section:

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we are proud recipients of the Best of
the Desert 2022 Award. Don't miss this opportunity to partner with Arizona's finest
door replacement experts. Call (623) 349-7120 or visit our website today to
schedule your FREE estimate and take the first step towards a beautiful and
energy-efficient home

   See Current Door Specials   

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/door-replacement-arizona/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/about/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/special-offers/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/special-offers/
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Upgrade Your Home with Replacement Entry Doors

Your entry door is the first thing guests see when they arrive at your home, making it a
crucial element in creating a lasting impression. A worn-out or outdated entry door can
detract from your home's appeal, while a beautiful, functional door can greatly enhance its
aesthetics and value. That's why, when it comes to door replacement, choosing the right
replacement entry doors is essential in transforming your home's appearance and making
a solid statement.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we specialize in providing superior door
replacement services designed to meet the distinct needs of every homeowner. We
understand that each home is unique, and selecting the perfect replacement entry door
means finding one that suits your style, complements your home's architecture, and
delivers optimal energy efficiency and security.

Our extensive range of door replacement options includes high-quality materials such as
wood, vinyl, and aluminum, ensuring you find the perfect match for your home. Each
material offers its unique benefits, allowing you to customize your entry door based on
factors like durability, maintenance requirements, insulation, and appearance. Moreover,
our doors are designed to combat the challenges posed by the Arizona climate, focusing
on heat reflection, dust control, and noise reduction.

When you choose Energy Shield Window & Door Company for your door replacement
needs, you can trust that our skilled and experienced professionals will install your new
entry door with precision and care. We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional
customer service, competitive pricing, and unbeatable warranties, ensuring your
satisfaction and peace of mind.

Discover the Types of Replacement Doors for Your Home

Door replacement is a fantastic way to enhance your home's appearance, increase its
value, and improve its energy efficiency. With the wide variety of replacement door
options available today, finding the perfect match for your home's unique style and
requirements is easier than ever. To help you make an informed decision, here's a
breakdown of some popular types of replacement doors that you can consider during
your door replacement journey.

Aluminum Entry Doors

When it comes to door replacement, choosing the right material for your entry door is
crucial for enhancing your home's curb appeal, security, and energy efficiency. With the
multitude of options available, aluminum entry doors have emerged as a popular choice
for homeowners looking for a perfect balance of aesthetics, performance, and durability.
Here's what makes aluminum entry doors an excellent choice for your next door
replacement project.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/factory-direct-windows-doors-arizona/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/aluminum-hinged-doors/
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Exceptional Durability: Aluminum doors are known for their long-lasting quality,
designed to withstand extreme weather conditions and resist damage from daily wear and
tear. They won't warp, rot, or corrode, ensuring that your entry door remains in peak
condition for years to come.

Superior Energy Efficiency: With their excellent insulation properties, aluminum entry
doors help maintain your home's internal temperature, minimizing energy loss and
reducing heating and cooling costs. They effectively seal your home, preventing drafts
and improving overall thermal performance.

Low-Maintenance: Aluminum doors require minimal upkeep, as they don't need regular
painting, staining, or sealing. This low-maintenance nature makes them an attractive
option for busy homeowners who want beautiful doors without the hassle of time-
consuming maintenance.

Customizable Appearance: One of the significant benefits of aluminum doors is their
ability to be customized in various colors, styles, and finishes to match your home's
aesthetic, while offering the superior performance and longevity of aluminum.

Enhanced Security: Aluminum entry doors are strong and robust, providing an additional
layer of security to your home. They resist forced entry and can be equipped with high-
quality locks and hardware to ensure your safety and peace of mind.

Our aluminum doors are designed with the Arizona climate in mind, focusing on heat
reflection, dust control, and noise reduction. Call (623) 349-7120 or visit our website
today to schedule your FREE estimate and discover the difference an aluminum entry
door can make in enhancing your home's beauty, value, and energy efficiency.

Wood Entry Doors
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Door replacement is an excellent opportunity to not only boost your home's curb appeal
but also improve its overall energy efficiency and security. When it comes to choosing the
right material for your entry door, wood has long been revered for its timeless beauty,
unmatched warmth, and classic charm. Wood entry doors are an ideal choice for
homeowners who value craftsmanship and a natural aesthetic. Here's why wood entry
doors might be the perfect solution for your door replacement project.

Rich Visual Appeal: Wood doors exude a sense of elegance and sophistication that is
hard to replicate with other materials. Their unique grain patterns, warm, earthy colors,
and artisanal finishes make wood entry doors a statement piece in any home.

Customization Options: One of the main advantages of choosing wood entry doors is
their versatility in terms of design, style, and color. Homeowners can choose from various
wood species, finishes, stains, and paint colors, as well as incorporate decorative glass
panels or wrought iron accents to create a truly personalized entrance.

Natural Insulation: Wood's natural insulating properties help maintain a consistent
indoor temperature, contributing to energy savings and overall comfort within your home.
When properly sealed and maintained, wood doors can effectively keep drafts, moisture,
and external noise at bay.

A Timeless Investment: While wood entry doors may require more maintenance than
other materials, their timeless appeal and ability to be refinished or repainted make them
a long-lasting investment. With proper care, your wood door will age gracefully, retaining
its beauty and charm throughout the years.

When it comes to door replacement, partnering with experienced professionals is
essential for ensuring the best results. At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, our
skilled team can help you select the perfect wood entry door that complements your

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/patio-doors-arizona/
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home's architecture and design preferences. Our doors are crafted with quality materials
and expert installation techniques to withstand the Arizona climate, with a focus on heat
reflection, dust control, and noise reduction.

Embrace the warmth and appeal of a wood entry door for your home. Call (623) 349-7120
or visit our website today to schedule your FREE estimate and explore the benefits of
incorporating the timeless beauty of wood into your door replacement project.

Vinyl Sliding Glass Doors

Door replacement is not only an opportunity to improve your home's appearance but also
a chance to elevate your living space by incorporating natural light and outdoor views.
Vinyl sliding glass doors are a popular choice for homeowners seeking a modern, energy-
efficient, and low-maintenance solution for their door replacement needs. Here's why you
should consider vinyl sliding glass doors for your next home improvement project.

Seamless Indoor-Outdoor Connection: Vinyl sliding glass doors create a smooth,
uninterrupted transition between your indoor living areas and outdoor spaces. They let in
an abundance of natural light, brightening up your home and making spaces feel larger
and more open.

Energy Efficiency: With their excellent insulation and tight seals, vinyl sliding glass
doors help to reduce heat transfer and maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. This
energy efficiency saves you money on heating and cooling costs while reducing your
carbon footprint.

Low Maintenance: Unlike wood or metal, vinyl does not warp, rot, or corrode, making it a
long-lasting, low-maintenance option for sliding glass doors. Occasional cleaning with a
mild detergent is all it takes to keep your vinyl sliding glass doors looking pristine.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/vinyl-sliding-glass-doors/
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Versatility: Vinyl sliding glass doors come in a wide array of styles, sizes, and colors,
making it easy to find the perfect match for your home's architectural style and design
preferences. Additionally, various glass options like tinted, tempered, or low-E coatings
can be customized to meet your specific needs.

Improved Security: Modern vinyl sliding glass doors are designed with security features,
including multi-point locking systems and reinforced frames, to help protect your home
against forced entry.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we are dedicated to providing exceptional
door replacement solutions tailored to suit the unique needs of each homeowner. Our
vinyl sliding glass doors are designed to withstand the Arizona climate, with a focus on
heat reflection, dust control, and noise reduction.

Metal Security Doors

When considering door replacement, it's essential to evaluate not only the visual appeal
and energy efficiency of your new door but also the added protection it can offer. Metal
security doors are a popular choice among homeowners seeking an extra layer of
security without compromising on style. Here's why metal security doors should be on
your radar during your door replacement project.

Enhanced Security: Metal security doors are designed to be strong and robust,
providing a resilient barrier against forced entry. Equipped with high-quality locks and
hardware, these doors help safeguard your home and family from potential break-ins.

Durability: Made from materials such as steel or aluminum, metal security doors are built
to last. They can withstand harsh weather conditions, resist rust, and maintain their
structural integrity for years, making them a reliable, long-term door replacement option.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/security-doors/
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Customizable Design: Metal security doors come in a wide range of styles, colors, and
finishes, allowing you to select a door that complements your home's exterior while
providing the desired level of protection. Many designs even incorporate decorative
elements and patterns, giving you the perfect blend of form and function.

Low Maintenance: One of the main benefits of metal security doors is their low-
maintenance nature. These doors require minimal upkeep, with occasional cleaning and
inspection of the hardware, ensuring that they remain in optimal condition for years to
come.

Energy Efficiency: Many metal security doors are designed with insulation features,
helping to reduce heat transfer and maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. These
doors can contribute to energy savings while providing an extra layer of security for your
home.

Energy Shield Window & Door Company is committed to offering exceptional door
replacement solutions tailored to each homeowner's unique needs. Our metal security
doors are designed with the Arizona climate in mind, focusing on heat reflection, dust
control, and noise reduction.

French Doors

Door replacement is an excellent way to transform your home's appearance and
functionality. If you're looking for a classic, sophisticated option to elevate your space,
consider French doors as your door replacement solution. These charming doors are a
popular choice due to their timeless elegance and versatility, seamlessly blending with
various architectural styles. Here's what makes French doors a perfect addition to your
home.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/exterior-french-door-installation-arizona/
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Timeless Elegance: French doors exude a sense of refinement and romance, adding a
touch of luxury to any space. Their distinctive design, featuring glass panels extending for
most of their length, allows for uninterrupted views and the integration of natural light,
creating an inviting and open atmosphere.

Versatility: French doors can be used both internally and externally, making them a
versatile door replacement choice. They can be installed as entry doors, patio doors, or
even as an elegant separation between rooms, such as a living room and dining area.

Customizable Options: French doors come in a variety of materials, including wood,
vinyl, or aluminum, allowing you to choose the best option for your specific needs and
preferences. Additionally, they can be customized with different types of glass, including
decorative, textured, or energy-efficient options, to suit your unique requirements.

Improved Energy Efficiency: With the proper selection of glass and materials, French
doors can help maintain a comfortable indoor temperature and reduce energy loss. This
not only contributes to energy savings but also ensures a cozy and inviting living space.

Enhanced Curb Appeal: Installing French doors can significantly boost your home's curb
appeal, potentially increasing its resale value. The classic charm of French doors makes
them an attractive feature for potential homebuyers, setting your home apart from others
in the neighborhood.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we pride ourselves on providing top-notch
door replacement solutions crafted to meet each homeowner's unique needs. Our French
doors are designed with the Arizona climate in mind, emphasizing heat reflection, dust
control, and noise reduction.

Let our skilled team guide you through the door replacement process, helping you select
the perfect French doors to elevate your home's style and ambiance.

Sliding Glass Doors

Door replacement is not only an opportunity to enhance your home's appearance but also
to improve the overall functionality of your living space. Sliding glass doors are a popular
choice for homeowners seeking a modern, streamlined, and visually appealing solution
that seamlessly connects their interior and exterior. Here's why you should consider
sliding glass doors during your door replacement project.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/double-sliding-glass-doors-installation-in-arizona/
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Seamless Indoor-Outdoor Integration: Sliding glass doors create a smooth,
uninterrupted transition between your indoor living areas and outdoor spaces, bringing in
an abundance of natural light and offering stunning views of your surroundings. This
harmonious blend of indoor and outdoor living enriches your home's ambiance and
makes spaces feel larger and more open.

Energy Efficiency: Modern sliding glass doors come equipped with energy-efficient
features, such as insulated or low-E glass, that help reduce heat transfer and maintain a
comfortable indoor temperature. This energy efficiency contributes to money-saving
benefits by lowering your heating and cooling costs.

Space-Saving Functionality: Unlike traditional swinging doors, sliding glass doors glide
effortlessly along a track, making them an ideal door replacement option for areas with
limited space. Their smooth operation and compact design ensure maximum functionality
without compromising on aesthetics.

Customization Options: Sliding glass doors come in various materials, styles, and
sizes, allowing you to find the perfect match for your home's architectural style and design
preferences. You can also customize the glass with tints, textures, or energy-efficient
coatings to meet your specific requirements.

Enhanced Security: Today's sliding glass doors are designed with security in mind,
featuring sturdy frames, shatter-resistant glass, and multi-point locking systems to protect
your home from potential break-ins.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we are dedicated to providing exceptional
door replacement solutions tailored to meet the unique needs of every homeowner. Our
sliding glass doors are designed to withstand the Arizona climate, with a focus on heat
reflection, dust control, and noise reduction.
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Let our expert team guide you through the door replacement process and help you find
the perfect sliding glass door solution for your home.

Folding Doors

Door replacement offers the perfect opportunity to explore innovative and stylish solutions
that enhance your home's charm and functionality. Folding doors, also known as bi-fold
doors, are an increasingly popular choice among homeowners looking for a modern,
space-saving, and visually stunning option for their door replacement project. Here's what
makes folding doors a standout choice for your home.

Expansive Openings: Folding doors create wide, uninterrupted openings, seamlessly
connecting your indoor and outdoor spaces. They offer panoramic views of your
surroundings and allow natural light to flow freely, transforming your living areas with an
open, airy atmosphere.

Space Efficiency: Unlike traditional swinging doors, folding doors operate on a track
system, folding neatly to the side when opened. This compact design maximizes your
usable space and adds a touch of sophistication to your home.

Customization Options: Folding doors are available in various materials, styles, and
finishes, enabling you to choose the ideal option to match your home's architectural style
and design preferences. You can also select from different glass types, such as tinted,
textured, or energy-efficient options, to suit your unique requirements.

Energy Efficiency: With the proper choice of materials and glass, folding doors can
contribute to your home's energy efficiency by maintaining a comfortable indoor
temperature and reducing heat transfer. These doors effectively seal your home,
preventing drafts and contributing to energy savings.
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Improved Security: Modern folding doors are designed with security in mind,
incorporating robust frames, secure locking mechanisms, and reinforced glass to protect
your home and family from potential break-ins.

Energy Shield Window & Door Company is committed to providing top-quality door
replacement solutions designed to meet each homeowner's unique needs. Our folding
doors are crafted with the Arizona climate in mind, focusing on heat reflection, dust
control, and noise reduction.

Multi-Slide Doors

Door replacement is a perfect opportunity to redefine your home's atmosphere and
seamlessly blend your indoor and outdoor living spaces. Multi-slide doors, an innovative
and increasingly popular option, offer homeowners a visually striking and efficient solution
for their door replacement projects. Here's what makes multi-slide doors an exceptional
choice for your home.

Seamless Transitions: Multi-slide doors create expansive, uninterrupted openings that
effortlessly connect your interior spaces with the outdoors. They provide breathtaking
views while allowing natural light to stream in, enriching your living areas with warmth and
openness.

Space-Saving Design: Operating on a track system, multi-slide doors glide smoothly to
the side without intruding on your interior or exterior space. This compact design not only
maximizes your usable space but also adds a touch of modern elegance to your home.

Customization Options: Multi-slide doors come in various materials, styles, and
finishes, allowing you to choose the perfect option that complements your home's
architectural style and design preferences. Additionally, you can select different types of

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/multi-slide-doors/
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glass, such as tinted, textured, or energy-efficient coatings, to suit your specific
requirements.

Energy Efficiency: With the right choice of materials and glass, multi-slide doors can
contribute to your home's energy efficiency by maintaining a comfortable indoor
temperature and reducing heat transfer. These doors effectively seal your home,
preventing drafts and air leaks, leading to energy savings.

Enhanced Security: Modern multi-slide doors are designed with security in mind,
incorporating sturdy frames, secure locking systems, and reinforced glass to protect your
home from potential break-ins.

Energy Shield Window & Door Company is dedicated to providing top-quality door
replacement solutions tailored to meet the needs of each homeowner. Our multi-slide
doors are designed with the Arizona climate in mind, focusing on heat reflection, dust
control, and noise reduction.

Pet Doors

Door replacement is an ideal opportunity to consider the needs and comfort of all your
family members, including your furry friends. Pet doors are a practical and convenient
addition for homeowners looking to accommodate their pets while maintaining security
and energy efficiency. Here's why you should consider pet doors during your door
replacement project.

Easy Accessibility: Pet doors grant your beloved pets the freedom to access outdoor
spaces whenever they desire, without your assistance. This convenience ensures that
your pets can explore, play, or take care of their needs seamlessly, while you enjoy peace
of mind knowing they can come and go securely.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/pet-door-installer-in-arizona/
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Energy Efficiency: Modern pet doors are designed with energy efficiency in mind,
featuring tight seals and insulated flaps to minimize drafts and maintain a comfortable
indoor temperature. This helps reduce your energy consumption and contributes to
energy savings in the long run.

Security Features: One of the primary concerns when installing a pet door is maintaining
your home's security. Many pet doors come with advanced safety features, such as
locking mechanisms or electronic sensors compatible with your pet's collar, ensuring that
only your pet can access the door while keeping unwanted intruders out.

Customizable Options: Pet doors come in various sizes, styles, and materials, allowing
you to choose the best option that suits your home's aesthetics and your pet's
requirements. This flexibility ensures that your pet door blends seamlessly with your
home's design while providing maximum convenience for your furry companions.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we understand the importance of catering to
the needs of your entire family during your door replacement process. Our pet doors are
designed with the Arizona climate in mind, focusing on heat reflection, dust control, and
noise reduction, ensuring that your pets can enjoy their freedom while your home remains
secure and energy-efficient.

Our experienced team is here to help you find the perfect pet door solution for your home,
ensuring a seamless integration that complements your door replacement project.

With so many door replacement options available, it's essential to consider your home's
specific needs, style, and budget when making a decision. Contact Energy Shield
Window & Door Company at (623) 349-7120 or visit our website to schedule a FREE
estimate, and let our experienced team help you choose the perfect replacement door
that will transform your home and elevate its charm and efficiency.

Invest in a Customized Replacement Entry Door for Your Arizona
Home
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As the leading manufacturer of energy-efficient replacement doors and windows in the
Southwest region, we understand the unique needs of homes in Arizona's Sonoran
Desert. Our custom door designs offer unparalleled beauty, strength, and durability,
ensuring they can endure challenging climate conditions and persistent desert dust for
decades. Investing in a customized entry door for your Arizona home brings numerous
benefits.

Region-Specific Design: We create entry doors specifically tailored to the demands of
Arizona's desert climate. Our doors are designed to withstand extreme heat, blowing
dust, and noise, providing ultimate comfort and durability for your home.

Personalized Aesthetics: Our customized entry doors come in a wide variety of
materials, styles, colors, and finishes, allowing you to choose the perfect door that
complements your home's architecture and reflects your unique taste.

Enhanced Security: A customized entry door ensures top-notch security for your home.
Choose from various door materials, such as wood, aluminum, or metal security doors,
along with advanced locking systems and hardware for added protection and peace of
mind.

Improved Energy Efficiency: Our energy-efficient materials and glass options, such as
insulated or low-E glass, help maintain a comfortable indoor temperature and contribute
to energy savings in the long run.

Increased Home Value: A well-designed, customized entry door not only boosts your
home's curb appeal but also increases its overall value. Potential homebuyers appreciate
the attention to detail, style, and functionality that a customized entry door offers.

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we pride ourselves on providing exceptional
door replacement solutions tailored to the unique needs of each homeowner in Arizona's
Sonoran Desert. Our range of customizable entry doors focuses on heat reflection, dust
control, and noise reduction.

Top-Rated Replacement Doors in Arizona

Automatic Doors
Entry Doors
French Doors
Aluminum French Doors
Multi-Slide Doors

Vinyl Sliding Glass Doors
Aluminum Sliding Glass Doors
Security Doors

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/automatic-sliding-doors-in-arizona/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/entry-doors/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/exterior-french-door-installation-arizona/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/aluminum-hinged-doors/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/multi-slide-doors/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/vinyl-sliding-glass-doors/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/aluminum-sliding-glass-doors/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/security-doors/
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Patio Doors
Pet Doors

Signs You Need a Door Replacement

A well-functioning door contributes to your home's security, energy efficiency, and overall
appearance. However, over time, doors can deteriorate, causing issues that may warrant
a door replacement. Here are some signs that it might be time to consider door
replacement for your home.

Drafts and Air Leaks: If you notice drafts or air leaks around your door, it clearly
indicates that your door's seals have become compromised. These drafts can significantly
impact your home's energy efficiency, increasing heating and cooling costs.

Difficulty in Opening and Closing: If your door has become difficult to open and close,
it may be due to issues with the alignment, worn-out hinges, or a warped door frame. A
door replacement can resolve these problems and help you regain smooth operation.

Visible Damage: Over time, doors can suffer from wear and tear, leading to visible
damage such as cracks, dents, or chips in the material. These damages not only impact
the door's functionality but also detract from your home's curb appeal.

Moisture or Condensation: If you notice moisture or condensation build up between the
glass panes of your door, it's a sign that the door's seals have failed. This issue can lead
to reduced energy efficiency and potential mold or mildew growth.

Increased Noise: If you're experiencing increased noise levels from the outdoors, it may
be attributed to your door's insufficient insulation or poor seals. A door replacement with
better insulation and sealing will help reduce these noise levels and improve your home's
overall comfort.

Outdated Appearance: If your door's design looks outdated or no longer complements
your home's exterior, a door replacement can quickly refresh your home's appearance
and boost its curb appeal.

Security Concerns: As doors age, they may become less secure due to weakened
materials or outdated locking mechanisms. A door replacement will enhance your home's
security with modern materials and advanced lock systems.

Since your door plays a crucial role in your home's overall aesthetics, energy efficiency,
and security, investing in a door replacement can be a wise decision. 

Frequently Asked Questions on Replacement Entry Doors

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/patio-doors-arizona/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/pet-door-installer-in-arizona/
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Do My Doors Qualify for a Tax Credit?

Having new energy-efficient doors or windows installed in your home may qualify you for
a significant tax credit. A homeowner can claim the Residential Energy Credit up to 10%
of the energy-efficient home-improvement product cost. Installation costs might be
excluded up to $200 for windows and $500 for doors.

These are the criteria for eligibility to receive the tax credit:

The home improvement products you purchase must satisfy the EPA’s ENERGY
STAR® standards.
The window and door installations must be at your primary residence.
The installations must have been done between January 1 and December 31 of the
tax year for which you are submitting the return claiming the tax credit.

If you have claimed an energy efficiency tax credit in the past, consult with a tax
professional before claiming this credit, to ensure you do not exceed the collective limit.
Or, go to the IRS taxpayer information website to learn more about your potential
remaining allowance for this tax credit.

Can You Install a Door Where I Don’t Have One Now?

Can Replacing My Old Doors Save Me Money on Heating and Cooling Costs?

How Do I Know if My Door Needs to Be Replaced?

What Should I Know About Your Warranty?

Do You Offer Payment Options?

Do I Need to Visit Your Showroom Before I Place an Order?

Understanding the Cost of New Door Replacement

Door replacement can be a valuable investment for homeowners looking to improve their
property's appearance, security, and energy efficiency. However, it's essential to be aware
of the costs involved in new door replacement to make an informed decision. Here's a
breakdown of the factors that can influence the cost of your door replacement project.

Material: The choice of material plays a significant role in determining the cost of your
door replacement. Options like wood, aluminum, fiberglass, or steel vary in price based
on their durability, maintenance requirements, and aesthetic appeal. Each material has its
pros and cons, so it's crucial to choose one that best suits your needs and budget.

https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/energy-starr
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Style and Design: The style and design of your door can also impact the overall cost.
Basic, traditional doors will generally be less expensive than custom-designed or intricate
doors with decorative elements and glass panels.

Glass Options: If your door replacement includes glass, the type and quality of the glass
can affect the cost. Energy-efficient glass types, such as low-E or insulated glass, may be
more expensive upfront but can save you money in the long run on heating and cooling
costs.

Hardware and Accessories: The inclusion of high-quality hardware, locks, and
accessories can add to the overall cost of your door replacement. However, investing in
high-quality hardware and locks can enhance your door's security and functionality.

Installation: Professional installation is an essential element of a successful door
replacement. The cost of installation will vary based on factors like the complexity of the
project, your location, and the experience of the installation team.

Additional Customization: Customized doors tailored to your specific preferences or
unique door openings may require additional costs for customization and special
materials or finishes.

When considering a door replacement, it's crucial to weigh the costs against the long-
term benefits of improved energy efficiency, enhanced security, and increased curb
appeal. A professionally installed, high-quality door can also increase your home's resale
value, making it a wise investment in the long run.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hZ4X5zSOlCE

 

https://youtu.be/hZ4X5zSOlCE
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Door Replacement Process for New and Existing Doors

The door replacement process can be a smooth and hassle-free experience when done
by a skilled team of professionals. Replacing new and existing doors involves several
crucial steps to ensure proper installation and durability. Here's an overview of the door
replacement process for both new and existing doors.

Step 1

Design Consultation

 
Our design consultants will listen to your design needs and provide a plan to improve
your home.

Step 2

Measure & Manufacture

 
Project technicians ensure accuracy and answer any questions before ordering your fully
customized windows.

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/energy-shield-professional-certifications/
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Step 3

Installation

 
Our installers treat your home as if it were their own and clean up afterwards.

Step 4

Customer Care

 
A robust limited warranty is backed by our commitment to make sure your windows
function as expected.

Assessment and Consultation: The door replacement process begins with a thorough
assessment of your current door and a consultation with a door professional who will
discuss your needs and preferences. They will help you select the appropriate materials,
style, and design for your new door based on your home's architecture, security
requirements, and budget.

Measurement and Customization: Accurate measurements of the existing door opening
are essential for a perfect fit and smooth operation. Customized doors may require
additional measurements or adjustments to accommodate unique preferences or the
specific design of the new door.

Order and Manufacturing: Once your door selection is finalized, the manufacturing
process begins. Custom or specially ordered doors may require additional time for
production, while standard doors will generally be quicker to prepare.
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Removal of Existing Door: For an existing door replacement, the first step is carefully
removing the old door, including the door frame, trim, and hardware, without causing
damage to the surrounding walls and structure. This step requires skill and precision to
ensure a proper fit for the new door.

Installation of New Door: The new door is then securely installed, ensuring proper
alignment, smooth operation, and an airtight seal. This step involves attaching the door
frame, installing the hardware and locks, and sealing any gaps to prevent drafts and air
leaks.

Finishing Touches: The final step in the door replacement process is the installation of
trim and any additional accessories or decorative elements. The door's finish may be
touched up if needed, and the installation area is cleaned and inspected for any issues.

Post-Installation Inspection: A thorough post-installation inspection is conducted to
ensure your new door operates flawlessly and meets your expectations. This is also an
opportunity for the door professional to address any questions or concerns you may have.

Contact Energy Shield for Door Replacement in Phoenix, Arizona

At Energy Shield Window & Door Company, we strive to make the door replacement
process as smooth and efficient as possible for our clients. Our experienced team will
guide you through each stage, from the initial consultation to the post-installation
inspection, ensuring your complete satisfaction. 

Transforming your Arizona home with a high-quality door replacement can significantly
enhance its curb appeal, security, and energy efficiency. It's time to invest in a door that
not only complements your home's style but also withstands the unique challenges of the
Arizona climate. Allow our experienced team at Energy Shield Window & Door Company
to guide you through the door replacement process, ensuring a seamless and satisfying
experience.

Are you ready to revitalize your home with exceptional door replacement options
tailored to your preferences and Arizona's unique climate conditions? Call (623)
349-7120 or contact us to schedule your FREE estimate. 

Let's embark on this door replacement journey together and elevate your home's
aesthetics, functionality, and value.

 
 

https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/about/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/contact/
https://energyshieldwindowsanddoors.com/

